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EDC 530 Syllabus Spring 2009
University of Montevallo
EDC 530: Professional, Legal, & Ethical Issues in Counseling
Spring 2009

Instructor: Mary Bartlett Ph.D., LPC-CS, NCC, CFLE

Contact Information:  
     Phone: (205) 665-6377 or 665-6380 (CLF office)   
     Email: bartlettm@montevallo.edu 

Office Hours: My hours are posted weekly outside my office door (Wills 111), or by arranging an appointment as needed

Course Credit: 3 hours

Prerequisite: Graduate standing, and completion of EDC 501

Meeting Time/Place: TBD, Monday 5:00 pm – 8:00 pm 

Web Information:  http://factstaffweb.montevallo.edu/bartlettm

Required text(s) and Instructional Resources:

(1) American Psychological Association. (2001). Publication manual of the American 	Psychological Association (5th ed.). Washington, DC: American Psychological 	Association.	

(2) Merrill Education. (2007). A guide to ethical conduct for the helping professions (2nd 	ed.). Upper Saddle River, NJ: Author.

	(3) Welfel, E. R. (2006). Ethics in counseling and psychotherapy: Standards, research, & 		issues (3rd ed.). Belmont, CA: Thomson Brooks/Cole.

Course Description:
	This course is an overview of the critical professional issues in counseling with an emphasis on current ethical and legal standards of practice. 

Methods of Instruction: 
            This course will be taught using lecture, discussion, experiential activities, DVD, video web resources, handouts, guest speakers, or supplemental materials. 

Department Mission Statement:  
	The primary mission of the Department of Counseling, Leadership, and Foundations is to promote the continuing professional development of students who have made a commitment to the service areas of counseling, educational leadership, and teaching. It is the responsibility of the Department of Counseling, Leadership, and Foundations to prepare professionals for schools and other social agencies and to maintain programs of high quality for their preparation. All courses are designed to assist students in acquiring the skills, knowledge, and experiences to make informed decisions about teaching, learning, and human development.
College of Education Conceptual Framework: 
	The basic tenets of the conceptual framework in the College of Education are that educators must be trained professionals who demonstrate mature judgment, informed decision making, and knowledge, skills and dispositions in the world of practice. It is understood that this professional identity develops along a continuum from novice to expert professional through knowledge of self, diverse learners, a variety of delivery systems, and subject and specialty matter. By introducing students to national and state standards, providing classroom and field-experiences, and consistently evaluating professional dispositions of students, this conceptual framework is realized. 

Course Objectives:
	Upon completion of this course, students will, at a minimum, become familiar with;
	the history and philosophy of the counseling professions including significant factors and events;

professional roles, functions and relationships with other human service providers;
technological competence and computer literacy;
professional organizations, primarily ACA, its divisions, branches, and affiliates, including membership benefits, activities, services to members, and current emphases;
professional credentialing including certification, licensure, and accreditation practices and standards, and the effects of public policy on these issues;
public and private policy processes including the role of the professional counselor in advocating on behalf of the profession;
advocacy processes needed to address institutional and social barriers that impede access, equity, and success for clients; and
ethical standards of ACQA and related entities, and applications of ethical and legal consideration in professional counseling.

State Department of Education Objectives:
SDE.50(2)(a)14. Ethical and legal standards, as determined by appropriate professional associations, legislation and court decisions.

Assessment Plan and Alignment with Standards:

Objective
Standard
Assessment
1
CACREP II-K-1a
Assignments1-2
2
CACREP II-K-1b
Assignments 1-3
3
CACREP II-K-1c
Assignment 3
4
CACREP II-K-1d
Assignments 1-3
5
CACREP II-K-1e
Assignments 1-3
6
CACREP II-K-1f
Assignments 1-3
7
CACREP II-K-1g
Assignment 2
8
CACREP II-K-1h
Assignment 4
SDE
SDE.50(2)(a)14
Assignment 1, 4




Course Requirements:
In addition to reading all assigned materials in preparation for each class, attending each class, and participating as appropriate, students are required to complete the following:

	Code of Ethics Comparison Paper
	Day on the Hill Event
	Advocacy Project
	Final Examination


Description of Course Requirements:

Code of Ethics Comparison Paper: There are a variety of codes of ethics promulgated by various mental health organizations. Students will select two codes of ethics and prepare a five-page (minimum) paper that compares and contrasts the selected codes. The codes which are selected for comparison should be within the same general arena of practice (for instance, comparing the American Counseling Association’s Code of Ethics to the American Psychological Association’s Code of Ethics would be acceptable, but comparing the American Counseling Association’s Code of Ethics to the Association of Specialists in Group Work would not be). If desired, I would be happy to review and pre-approve your selections to make sure your efforts will not be in vain.  (50 points total)

Day on the Hill Event: Students will participate in the Alabama Counseling Association’s annual Day on the Hill event at the Alabama State Capitol Building in Montgomery on Wednesday, April 15, 2009. Please note that membership in the Alabama Counseling Association, pre-registration is required to attend this event, and a fee is charged to cover lunch; see http://www.alabama counseling.org for more information. Credit will be given for student attendance and participation in the day’s scheduled events—a list of scheduled events will be provided upon registration. After this event, students should be prepared to discuss their experience of the day in class. As this event is a day-long experience, there will be no meeting of the class on the evening of Monday, April 13, 2009. There will be no substitute for this assignment. (50 points)

Advocacy Project: Students will select a counseling related issue of interest to them, formulate their views on the issue, and communicate that point of view in the form of a letter to either their senator or representative in the United States Congress in writing. The communication will include a narrative cover sheet and a talking points paper (sample to be provided).  

Final Examination: A comprehensive final examination will be given as indicated on the tentative schedule. The examination will cover all material presented in class (e.g. lectures, discussion, handouts, and other media) as well as assigned reading material. (50 points)




Grades:  Final grades for this course will be based on the following point system for completion of the following assignments; 

Assignment						Points
Code of Ethics Comparison Paper			50 points
Day on the Hill Event					50 points
Advocacy Project					50 points
Final Examination					50 points

	
					Total Possible Points:	200 points
	
Grading Scale:				180-200	A
160-179	B
140-159	C
120-139	D
119 and below	F



Appendix A
Related Policies

Attendance Policy: Regular attendance is expected and required. Any absence after 3 class meetings (e.g. the fourth missed class and beyond) will result in the loss of points equal to one letter grade per absence and may require the assignment of additional remedial work. 

If you arrive late or leave class early, five points will be deducted from your final score for each late arrival or departure after the third. If serious illness or an emergency prevents a student from attending any class, please notify the instructor before the class begins. It is the responsibility of the student to obtain any materials handed out or presented during the missed class from a classmate. 

Class Participation: Students are expected to actively participate in all components of the class and will be evaluated on the quality and quantity of discussion. Each student is expected to read all of the assigned materials in advance for each class and have prepared comments and questions for class discussion. Contributions should reflect knowledge of the reading assignments or other sources.

If you experience any challenges or conflicts with materials or the course instructor the appropriate course of action is for you to bring these issues to the direct attention of the instructor. This allows the instructor an opportunity to work out a plan to deal with them. If you have a problem with the evaluation of your work and talk with others but not the instructor you are participating in gossip—not problem solving. However, if you bring your concerns to the instructor you are practicing good counseling skills and it gives you the opportunity to discuss your concerns and hopefully reach a resolution. 

Electronic Devices: No audio or video recording of the class sessions will be allowed. All electronic devices must be turned off during class sessions. Devices may be used during breaks, but it is the responsibility of the student to ensure any device used during break is turned off when class resumes. If a student is on call for work purposes, please discuss this with the instructor prior to the start of class; depending on the nature of the responsibility, vibrate mode may be allowed during special circumstances. The student is required to make arrangements to use or obtain the necessary equipment to video tape all counseling sessions as outlined in the syllabus.

Evaluation of Written Work and Assignments: All written work must conform to American Psychological Association (APA) style. If a student does not have a copy of the APA manual, one should be purchased, or the copy available in the curriculum center should be used. Students may use one of the many APA style websites available online, including but not limited to http://www.wooster.edu/psychology/apa-crib.html.

Students will be evaluated on how well they represent their thoughts on paper, craftsmanship in writing, and organization of all written work. All written work, including essay responses, will be evaluated based on grammar, spelling, word usage, punctuation, subject-verb agreement, possessive vs. plural, typographical errors, etc. Errors of these kinds will result in a point deduction from the grade.

A note about paper format: in the past, there has been some difficulty getting students to conform strictly to the format requirements. In the professional environment, your work will be expected to conform exactly to the required and provided instructions of your supervisor, and if it does not, the content will be questioned. Failure to conform to format requirements is equivalent to being “late for work”—it’s unprofessional. Please make every effort to ensure that each assignment is formatted as requested.

Students are encouraged to use the Harbert Writing Center to meet with a writing consultant or to use the resources (including computers, grammar and documentation guides) as needed to complete all written assignments. The Harbert Writing Center consultants are trained to work with writers at all stages of the composing process, but are not necessarily familiar with the APA format of writing, which is required of the counseling students. For assistance with written assignments, students may contact the Harbert Writing Center at 311 Comer Hall, or by calling 665-6438.

All assignments are due as scheduled regardless of attendance, unless prior arrangements are made with the instructor. No credit will be given for late work, except as prearranged with the instructor. All submitted work not returned prior to the end of the course, will be available for students to collect one week after grades are posted. Any work not collected by the first full week of the next semester or term will be shredded.

Technology Integration: Students will become knowledgeable about technology as it relates to each of the objectives covered in the course. Students will utilize technology through email, downloading documents and using Microsoft Word to create all written assignments; downloading documents and using Microsoft PowerPoint to review and present material as required; and identifying topics and locating literature for assignments as required. 

Students are responsible for checking their email accounts regularly and for downloading documents that may be sent to them for upcoming classes. It is strongly suggested that students check their accounts the evening before each class meeting. 

ADA Statement: “The University of Montevallo provides equal opportunity to qualified students. If you have a disability (medical, physical, learning, psychological, etc.) and wish to request disability-related accommodations to complete course requirements, contact Disability Support Services (located in Main Hall, rear entrance; 665-6250). Course requirements cannot be waived, but reasonable accommodations may be provided based on disability documentation and course objectives. Accommodations cannot be made retroactively.”
--http://www.montevallo.edu/SSwD/FacultyResponsiblities.shtm

Grades of Incomplete: Grades of “I” (Incomplete) may be given only when students, because of circumstances beyond their control, are unable to complete course work that is due during the last 15 calendar days of long semesters and/or the last 5 days of the May and Summer terms. It is the student’s responsibility to make arrangements to complete remaining requirements.

All incomplete work must be finished by a date determined by the instructor and not later than the conclusion of the next long semester; otherwise, an “I” grade automatically becomes an “F.”

Plagiarism and Academic Honesty Policy: To claim as one’s own the ideas and words of another is plagiarism. Please consult with the instructor of this course if you are unsure about how to document sources. Plagiarism is defined as the following:

	using the exact words of another person’s work/writing without acknowledgement of your source through the use of quotation marks and correct citation/documentation;


	rephrasing a passage by another writer without giving proper credit;


	using someone else’s facts or ideas without acknowledgement;


	using a piece of writing for one course that was already used in a previous course (or in courses in which you are simultaneously enrolled) without express permission from both instructors to do so; and


	presenting fabricated or falsified citations or materials.


Cheating on exams is also an affront to the principle of academic honesty. At the very least, an assignment on which plagiarism or cheating has occurred will receive no credit, and an Academic Dishonesty Incident Form concerning the incident will be kept on file in the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs. A plagiarist/cheater is also subject to failure in the course and/or appearance before the Justice Council.



















Appendix B
Professional Dispositions

The performance of every student in the counseling program will be reviewed and documented each semester by all counseling faculty members. The basis of evaluation includes academic performance, professional dispositions, professional behavior and growth process in the program, and the acquisition of necessary skills to become ethical and competent counselors. Therefore, the student will:

	Exhibit and understand the importance of respectful, genuine, and empathic attitudes toward clients, thereby promoting client dignity, self-determination, and welfare.


	Exhibit and understand the importance of the ability to engage clients, acknowledging the unique nature and needs of individuals at all developmental levels and across cultures.


	Develop and value facilitative communication skills.


	Be aware of the importance of verbal and non-verbal communication.


	Demonstrate the ability to understand a client’s presenting problems or concerns.


	Acknowledge the importance of themes presented by clients as they relate to presenting concerns.


	Acknowledge the importance of conceptualizing client themes and problems within a theoretical framework, encouraging client growth and development to foster the client’s interests. 


	Exhibit and understand the importance of the development and implementation of treatment goals.


	Recognize the need to develop and articulate a personal theoretical approach for working with clients.


	Recognize the importance of assessment of the counseling process and relationship.


	Value knowledge of the organizational structure of counseling settings.


	Appreciate the need for program development.


	Exhibit professional dress and demeanor in accordance with practice settings.


	Value self-awareness and self-examination, and take responsibility for seeking professional help for issues that might impede one’s counseling practice.


	Understand, appreciate, and adhere to professional standards of ethics and practice.


	Recognize the importance of professional growth and development.


Appendix C
Code of Ethics Comparison Paper

Students will select two codes of ethics and prepare a five-page (minimum) paper that compares and contrasts the selected codes. The codes which are selected for comparison should be within the same general arena of practice (for instance, comparing the American Counseling Association’s Code of Ethics to the American Psychological Association’s Code of Ethics would be acceptable, but comparing the American Counseling Association’s Code of Ethics to the Association of Specialists in Group Work would not be). In addition, please take care to select codes of ethics, and not standards for practice, or principles for practice, to compare. If desired, I would be happy to review and pre-approve your selections to make sure your efforts will not be in vain.

The book A Guide to Ethical Conduct for the Helping Professions is a great place to start identifying the codes which you would like to compare (although not all the documents it contains are codes of ethics). In Ethics in Counseling & Psychotherapy, Appendix C provides names of documents which you can easily find on the internet and which might be of interest as you complete this paper. 

The paper should include a clearly delineated introduction and conclusion. You can help me by identifying an opening section as “Introduction” and a closing section as “Conclusion.” 

	Use any version of Microsoft Word to produce your document. Microsoft Word is available to you in the Malone Curriculum Center and in several other locations around the University.


	Include a cover page formatted to match page 10 of this syllabus. Please note that the page number which appears on the sample cover page included here should not be included on your title page—page numbers do not appear on the title page. 


	Use a header, starting on the second page that includes your name, then a colon, and then the words Codes of Ethics Comparison Paper. Please note that these words should not be italicized when you use them in your header. The header should be positioned in the upper right hand corner of the page as a separate insertion from the page number.  


	Use white paper, 1-inch margins all around, and Times New Roman 12-point font.  Use the Insert>Page Number function on Microsoft Word to insert page number in the upper right corner of the pages beginning on Page 2 of your document. Do not use the header function to insert the page number.


	Use left-justification throughout the document, and bold any section subheadings. 


	List the references at the end in accordance with APA guidelines, but also cite the references in text as they are used, again in accordance with APA guidelines.
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Appendix D
Advocacy Project

Students will select a counseling-related issue of interest about which they feel strongly, develop a well-reasoned opinion about what should be done, and communicate this to either their senator (one or the other is sufficient) or their representatives in the United States Congress in written form. Please note that the requirement is to contact representatives at the federal level, not state. The letter should:

	Be prepared on some sort of professional-looking stationary. Special paper (of the type sometimes suggested for resumés) is not required and in fact is discouraged, but some sort of simple, personalized letterhead-type design is encouraged.


	Use 12-point Times New Roman font; margins may be as small as 0.7 inches and no larger than 1.0 all around. Ten-point font is also acceptable. If a letterhead-type design is used, then a variety of type fonts and sizes can be used in that design, but the design should not be overly large.  


	Include the date, an inside address, salutation, closing, call to action, etc. (refer to any of several standard secretarial guides for more information on these parts).


	Follow a logical structure; many approaches are possible, but generally, the structure should include a hook, an introduction, a body, a closing or call to action, and a signature block. There are many ways to organize this kind of communication; the key factor is the professionalism and effectiveness of the document.


	Clearly say what it is that you expect the leader to do—more than once, if room permits. Include salient points that explain the topic and educate the reader about the issue.


	Conform to normal graduate-level and professional standards of spelling, grammar, usage, etc.


And most importantly, the communications should consist of a one-page cover letter and a one-page talking points page.  I will provide a hard-copy example of both the cover letter and the talking points page. Students often find the one-page limit to be the most difficult to achieve, particularly with regard to complicated issues, but government leaders will not have time to read through anything more than one page, and they definitely will expect the problem and your proposed solution to be covered in the space of one single page. Clarity, brevity, and directness are highly valued by leaders who have heavy demands made on their time; if your letter is clear, brief, and direct, it is much more likely to be read and acted upon.
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Tentative Course Schedule
(This calendar is tentative and may be altered as needed)

Date
Topic
Assignment
1/12
Introductions and Syllabus Review
Complete Self-Assessment Inventory
1/26
Morals, Ethics, and Laws
Chapters 1 & 2, Appendix A
2/2
Professional Identity 

2/9
Professional Identity

2/16
Client Rights and Counselor Responsibilities

Chapters 3 & 5
Due: Code of Ethics Comparison Paper
2/23
Privacy, Confidentiality, and Privileged Communication
Chapter 4

3/2
Records, Subpoenas, and Technology
Chapters 11 
3/9
Issues Related to Power, Trust and Boundaries
Chapters 6, 7, & 13
3/23
Working with Suicidal Clients
Due: Advocacy Project
3/30
Advocacy for Clients & the Profession; Multicultural Considerations
Chapter 10
4/6
Counseling Children
Chapters 8 & 12
4/15 (Wednesday)
Day on the Hill Event
Meeting in Montgomery at Capitol
4/20
Counseling Families & Groups
Chapter 9 & 14
4/27
Ethical Responsibilities for Self and Colleagues  
Chapter 15 
5/4
Final Exam











